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Removing Limitations!
This is a word that came forth during the Sunday morning service on December 6th at NBCF.
The LORD says, “I am about to change many relationships with Me. I am pouring out a much needed revelation and
truth right now that will change our relationship! Many only know Me in limitation, but I am removing the limitations
through revelation!”
This little short word has impacted me so greatly that I cannot even
explain. While having my personal time with Him, the LORD
expounded a little more to me the morning after I gave it.
It’s urgent for the Body of Christ to start knowing—really knowing
that we serve a limitless God! Not just talking it, but knowing and
believing it! This is going to take revelation and truth to break out
of our boxes of restrictions and containment.
When you start sensing revelation and truth happening, you need
to move on the impulses of the Spirit (Who will move you out of
limitations). Limitations start happening because of bad or wrong things happening to us, circumstances or situations
we’re in right now, through people we may believe “through”, or through a multitude of things whereby we come to
limit God. We’re not in a season of limiting God right now! We are in a high season of expectation!
Holy Spirit is targeting and breaking off restrictions and containment in this Hour.
On the heels of that word, there was a declaring and decreeing of REVELATON and TRUTH over all those who would
receive.
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Reiteration: God is removing limitations through revelation and truth! But, the truth is—the only limitations we have
are the ones we have made and/or accepted. And the degree of
our limitations will determine the degree of God’s limitations in
and through our relationship with Him.
I want to reiterate and prophesy furthermore that it is time—even
past time—for God’s people to know personally the Limitless
God! While signs, wonders and miracles are much needed, we
need revelation and truth right now to be the foundation and
catalyst for these. We cannot go forward chained to restrictions,
limitations, and containment—and at the same time trying to
have a powerful relationship with God.

Psalm 145:9-13 states from The Passion Translation:
God, everyone sees your goodness, for Your tender love
is blended into everything you do. 10 Everything You have
made will praise You, fulfilling its purpose. And all Your
godly lovers will be found bowing before You. 11 They will tell the world of the lavish splendor of
your kingdom and preach about your LIMITLESS POWER. 12 They will demonstrate for all to see Your
miracles of might and reveal the glorious majesty of Your Kingdom. 13 You are the Lord who reigns
over Your never-ending Kingdom through all the ages of time and eternity! You are faithful to fulfill
every promise You’ve made. You manifest Yourself as kindness in all you do.
Ephesians 2:7 TPT:
Throughout the coming ages we will be the visible display of the infinite, LIMITLESS riches of his grace
and kindness, which was showered upon us in Jesus Christ.
Ephesians 3:20 TPT:
Never doubt God’s mighty power to work in you and accomplish all this. He will achieve infinitely
more than your greatest request, your most unbelievable dream, and exceed your wildest
imagination! He will outdo them all, for his miraculous power constantly energizes you.
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